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PREFACE

•



THE temerity of an attempt to write a history of Russia since the

October revolution of 1917 will be obvious to everyone; and those who

condone the attempt at all will show some indulgence towards faults of

execution. A history of Soviet Russia written by an Englishman who

has neither a Marxist nor a Russian background may seem a partICularly

hazardous enterprise. But the width and obviousness of the gap to

be bridged has its compensatIOns. Books written in Great Britain or

the Umted States about western or central Europe are often marred

by the unconscious assumption that the policies and institutIons of,

say, France or Italy or Germany can be understood 10 the light of

British or American analogies. No sensible person w1l1 be tempted to

measure the RUSSIa of Lenin, Trotsky and Stal10 by any yardstIck

borrowed from the Britain of MacDonald, Baldw10 and ChurchIll or the

America of Wrlson, Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt. The historian

of Soviet RUSSIa WIll at every stage of hIS work be more than ordmarily

conscious of the exacting character of the dual task Imposed on every

senous historian: to combine an imaginative understandmg of the

outlook and purpose of his dramatis personae with an overridmg

appreciation of the universal significance of the action.

My ambition has been to write the history not of the events of the

revolution (these have already been chromc1ed by many hands), but

of the political, social and economic order which emerged from it.

Having this purpose in mind, I imagined a long introductory chapter

in which I should have analysed the structure of Soviet society as it

was established before Lenin's final withdrawal from the scene in the

spring of 1923-a moment which approximately coincided with the

foundation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. But this frame

work proved on examination almost ludicrously inadequate to the

�gnitude of Lenin's achIevement and of its influence on the future.

The chapter was quickly replanned as a volume, and grew in process

of writing into a major work under the tItle The Bolshevik Revolution,

I917-I923, to be completed 10 three volumes, of which the first contains

Parts I to III. The second volume containing Part IV ( " The Economic

Order ") and the third volume containing Part V ( " Soviet Russia and

the World " ) are far advanced and should be ready for publication

next year. The second instalment of the whole project will be entitled

The Struggle for Power, 1923-1928.

The Bolshevik Revolutzon, 19I7-I923, though it will be complete in

itself, none the less retains something of its character as the introductory

stage of a larger enterprise. It purports to contain not an exhaustive

record of the events of the period to which it relates, but an analysis
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of those events which moulded the main lines of further development.

For example, the reader wlll find no consecutive narrative of the civil

war, though I have had many occasions to discuss its course and con

sequences, especially in Part III of the present volume, and shall have

.

many more in Part V. On the other hand, I have not hes1tated to devote

my openin g chapters to events and controversies before 1 91 7 which,

even If their immediate consequences appear small, played a vital part

in the later history of the revolution. Jo hn Reed's Ten Days that Shook

the World (1919) and M. Philips Price's My Reminiscences of the Russzan

Revolution (1921) provide vivid pictures of the revolution Itself; and

those In search of a comprehensive narrative m English of the period

of the civil war will find it in W. H. Chamberlin's two-volume Hzstory



of the Russian Revolution, I9I7-I92I (1935).



The writing of contemporary history has its pitfalls. But I M.ve

never been convinced that they are greater than those confronting the

historian of the remoter past, when time has reduced the evidence to

manageable p roportions by a process of selection and attrition which

m no way guarantees the survival of the fittest. It IS commonly believed

that the histonan of Soviet Russia faces exceptional difficulties arismg

from the paucity, or unreliable character, of his sources. Whatever

justification may exist for this belief in the period after 1928, it has no

foundation in the period now in question, the matenals for wh1ch are

abundant and are on the whole marked by an unusual frankness both

in the statement of facts and in the expressIOn of opinions. Since the

Soviet authorities at present pursue the mistaken policy of givmg no

encouragement to non-communist students of the1r history and institu

tions to visit the USSR and to work in 1tS librar i es, I have been obliged

to draw mamly on the libraries of other countries. Among these the

most nchly endowed in this field are the libraries of the United States:

I am therefore deeply indebted to the Institute for Advanced St udy

at Princeton, to Columbia UniverSIty and to Stanford University for

making it possible for me to visit the United States in 1948 a nd to travel

widely in the country. The libraries of Columbia, Harvard and Stan

ford Universities, as well as New York Public Library and the Library

of Congress, are all rich in Soviet material; I am grateful to the hbrarians

and staffs of all these institutions for their ready assistance and advi�

in the search for material.

The main part of my work has, however, been done in England ;

and, while much has stilI to be achieved before adequate facilities for

Soviet studies are developed in our major umversltJes, I have been

fortunate in the generous help of friends, the diversity of whose opinions

has often contnbuted to the clarification of my own.

Mr. Isaac

Deutscher has read the whole of my MS., and given me the benefit of

his mature knowledge and advice on innumerable points of fact and

interpretation; Mr. A. Rothstein, lecturer in the School of Slavonic

and East European Stud ies , Umverslty of London, read several chapters

and made valuable comments and cntlcisms; Dr. R. Schlesinger, of

the Department for the St udy of the Social and Economic Institutions
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of the USSR, University of Glasgow, performed the same service for

the chapter and note on the Bolshevik doctrine of self-determination,

and Mr. Rachmilevich for the first two chapters on early party history;

Mrs. Jane Degras read the whole volume in proof and suggested many

corrections both of substance and of form; Dr. Ilya Neustadt, formerly

assistant in the library of the London School of Economics, and now

lecturer in the University College, Leicester, was an invaluable guide

to the extensive resources of the library and a resourceful helper on

points of research; and Mr. J. C. W. Horne, of the BritIsh Museum,

Dr. L. Loewenson, librarian of the School of SlavoDlc StudIes, and the

hbrary staff of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, have also

given me courteous and unfailing help in my unending quest for books.

I am conscious of having incurred to all these a debt which I cannot

adequately acknowledge 10 this Preface. It is perhaps less necessary

than usual on this occasion to add the customary caveat that none of

those who have helped or advised me is responsible either for my

mistakes or for my opinions: not one of them is lIkely to find himself

in agreement with everything I have written. My gratefulness to them

is none the less sincere and profound. I should also like to take this

opportunity to thank my publIshers for having made it possible for

me to embark on this long-term undertaking.

Some technical details remain to be noted. Two constant bugbears

of writers on Russian subjects are the calendar and the system of trans

hteration. Events occurrmg in Russia before October 2s/November 7,

1917, are here dated according to the Julian calendar at that time

current; events occurnng outside Russia are dated according to the

western calendar. Wherever confusion seemed possible, I have made

it clear which calendar I was using. Events occurring in Russia between

October 2s/November 7, 1917, and February 1/14, 1918 (when Russia

adopted the western calendar) are dated in both styles. Events occur

ring after February 1/14, 1918, are dated accordmg to the western

calendar. No system of transliteration is ever satisfactory except to the

philologist who has invented it; the system which I have followed

approximates to that of the Library of Congress, shorn of a few of its

refinements. In proper names I have sometimes sacrificed system to

desire to avoid the outlandish. Thus I have written Herzen (not

�ertsen), Axelrod (not Aksel'rod), Zinoviev (not Zmov'ev), and

Orjonikidze (not Ordzhomkidze). Sometimes consistency has been

sacrificed to familiarity, as in Djugashvili (not Jugashvili or Dzhugash

vili) and Jordania (not Zhordania); and Dzerzhmsky has been preferred

to DZIerzynski, the Polish form which he himself doubtless used when

he wrote in Latm script. On such points I have probably failed even

to be consistently inconsistent, but need plead for the indulgence only

of those who have not wrestled with these particular difficulties.

A bibliography of the main sources used for The Bolshevik Revolution,

I9I7-I923, will appear in the third volume. In the meanwhile it is

hoped that sufficient guidance will be found in the footnotes. No

single complete edition exists of the works of Marx and Engels in the
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languages in which they were written .



Of the projected



Historisch



Krztische Gesamtausgabe under the auspices of the Marx-Engels - Lenm



Institute only seven volumes of Part I ( Early Writmgs) and four volumes

of Part III (Marx-Engels correspondence) have been published : these

I have used where applicable. Elsewhere I have used the virtually

complete Russian translation of the works also published by the

Marx-Engels-Lemn Institute. Of Lenin 's works I have used the second

editIOn (of which the third was a reprint), in preference to the stIll

incomplete fourth edition, which omlts nearly all the full and informa 

tive notes. Of Stalin's works, the first twelve volumes (out of sixteen

projected) were available when the present volume went to press. The

collected edition of Trotsky's works in course of public ation in Moscow

between I925 and 1927 was not completed, but I have used this edition

for writings mcluded in it. Speeche s of Lenin and Stalm at party.or

Soviet congresses, etc., have as a rule been quoted from the collected

works and not from the official records of the congresses, etc., whIch

are less accessible to the ordinary student: the transcriptions, where I

have checked them, have proved reliable. Other speakers have been

quoted from the official records. Owing to the incompleteness (and

sometimes the illegibility) of files of Sovi et newspapers in this country,

I have occasionally been obliged t o quote them from secondary sources

without verification. Except for the collected works of Marx and

Engels , Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin, I have given the publication date

of sources cited. The place of publication has been noted only where

uncertainty was likely to arise ; works in E nglish are assumed to have

been published in London unless otherwise noted, or unless the nature

of the work (e.g. the official Foreign Relations of the United States) made

such indication superfluous. The habit of using abbreviations of Soviet

institutions (e.g. VTsIK, C omintern) was too convenient to be dis

carded. But I have always given the institution its full title on its first

mention, and have appended a lIst of abbreviations at the end of the

volume.

A full index will appear with the bibliography at the end of the

third volume.

April ZO, 1950
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